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a b s t r a c t

Water addition is a key step in the new process developed at BASF Fuel Cell Inc. (BFC) for polybenz-
imidazole (PBI) membrane production. The added water prevents further polymerization and controls
the solution viscosity for easier membrane casting. For large-scale PBI membrane production, a certain
vailable online 17 August 2010
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uel cells

amount of tension is necessary during membrane upwinding. The applied tension could affect the poly-
mer orientation and result in anisotropic membrane mechanical properties and proton conductivity. The
membrane prepared with tension shows higher elastic modulus and proton conductivity in machine
direction, which might suggest some degree of polymer chain orientation. However, the membrane elec-
trode assembly (MEA) performance is not affected by the membrane’s apparent anisotropic character.
However, we observed performance variation as a function of MEA break-in condition, which might be

n of
EA explained by the formatio

. Introduction

Use of phosphoric acid doped polybenzimidazole (PBI) for a high
emperature proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cell was first
roposed by Wainright et al. [1]. After extensive development and
haracterization done since then, fuel cells based on PBI mem-
ranes have been successfully commercialized.

Operation of a polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) fuel cell
t elevated temperatures (150–200 ◦C) has significant advantages
ncluding relief of CO poisoning of the catalyst and simplified water

anagement. The PBI-based membranes have shown good proton
onductivity [2], excellent thermal stability [3], low gas permeabil-
ty [4] and acceptable oxygen reduction kinetics [5–7] in use in
igh temperature PEM-based fuel cells. Good fuel cell performance
nd durability with PBI membranes have been confirmed in recent
esearch [8–10] and commercial activities [11]. A detailed sum-
ary of PBI-based high temperature PEM fuel cells can be found in
recent review [12].

PBI membrane can be prepared in different ways. The mem-
rane using commercially available PBI is often cast from a PBI
olution in an aprotic solvent such as N,N-dimethylacetamide

DMAc). The membrane from this process is then doped with
hosphoric acid. However, the acid doping process is slow and
ot very uniform and thus is a difficult process to use commer-
ially. Pemeas GmbH (now part of the BASF Fuel Cell Inc.) and

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 732 545 5100x4163; fax: +1 732 545 5170.
E-mail address: zhenyu.liu@basf.com (Z. Liu).

378-7753/$ – see front matter © 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.jpowsour.2010.08.026
a phosphate anion concentration gradient during MEA operation.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute developed an effective and sim-
ple process using polyphosphoric acid (PPA) to produce PBI gel
membranes for PEM fuel cells [13–15]. In this process, the PBI is
synthesized from 3,3′,4,4′-tetraaminobiphenyl (TAB) and tereph-
thalic acid (TPA). Polyphosphoric acid is used as polycondensation
solvent, and membrane casting solvent. The intermediate PBI mem-
branes thus cast are ‘gelled’ in a hydrolysis step to form the final
membrane with a very high loading of phosphoric acid.

The PPA membrane process is an efficient method of membrane
preparation and is very suitable for commercial scale-up. However,
the PBI–PPA solution must be cast at elevated temperature, e.g.
150–180 ◦C. Even in this temperature range, the solution viscosity
is still an order of magnitude higher than that of the PPA of the
same concentration at room temperature [16]. The high viscosity
of the PBI–PPA solution results in solution transport and filtration
problems, and makes membrane quality control difficult.

BASF Fuel Cell Inc. (BFC) recently modified the PBI–PPA mem-
brane process and successfully employed it at the BFC facility at
Somerset, New Jersey. The polymerization reaction is monitored
and controlled by agitator torque energy measurement. Harris and
Walczyk reported the correlation between the solution’s kinematic
viscosity and the PBI polymer’s inherent viscosity (IV) [16]. Their
results could be used for precise control of the polymer IV. A key
step in this process is the addition of water after the polymeriza-

tion has reached a given torque value. The added water prevents
further polymerization and the solution viscosity is thus stabilized
for the membrane casting process. In fact, the solution viscosity
is significantly reduced by the water addition and this allows for
easier solution transport and better membrane quality control.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2010.08.026
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpowsour
mailto:zhenyu.liu@basf.com
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2010.08.026
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It has been reported that the PBI membranes prepared with dif-
erent processes show different properties. For example, the PBI

embranes cast from DMAc and doped in phosphoric acid are
echanically stronger than the membranes directly cast from the

rifluoroacetic acid (TFA) phosphoric acid mixture; the doped mem-
ranes however show lower proton conductivity. We have found
he membrane samples from the BFC’s casting line show some
nisotropic physiochemical properties. It seems that the anisotropy
s the result of membrane handling after casting, likely the tension
equired to draw the membrane through the hydrolysis bath. In this
aper, we report the effects of the anisotropic properties found in
BI membranes made in the PPA process, and the initial single cell
erformance of the MEAs made with these membranes.

. Experimental

The schematic of the PBI–PPA process, solution preparation,
embrane casting and membrane hydrolysis is shown in Fig. 1. The

olymerization rate is controlled by the reactor temperature. After
olymerization is significantly slowed by reducing reactor temper-
ture, a quantity of water is slowly pumped into the stirred reactor
o completely stop the polymerization. The solution viscosity is also
educed to allow for easier membrane casting.

The membrane is cast between 150 and 180 ◦C. This temperature
s lower than that used in the laboratory research activities [17]. A
omputer guided blade provides good membrane thickness control.
he ‘membrane’ at this step is in fact a viscous PBI–PPA solution
ith uniform thickness and width rather than the final hydrolyzed

elled membrane.
In the hydrolysis phase, the cast membrane is transported into

he hydrolysis bath containing aqueous phosphoric acid to initi-
te hydrolysis of the polyphosphoric acid casting solvent. Part of
he PPA in the membrane is simply displaced by aqueous acid dur-
ng this step. The phosphoric acid concentration in the hydrolysis
ath is in situ monitored and controlled. The hydrolyzed membrane
ecomes a stand-alone gel membrane and may be wound on a core.
t this point, the acid concentration in the membrane is very close

o that of the hydrolysis bath. While the membrane is supported
n a PET carrier web, it experiences some degree of machine direc-
ion draw-down as it passes over the rolls of the hydrolysis bath.
oth the membrane casting and the hydrolysis steps are continuous
rocesses maintained at constant web speed.

The polymer’s inherent viscosity has been used to evaluate the
BI polymerization process control. The isolated dry PBI is dissolved
n concentrated sulfuric acid with PBI concentration of 0.1 g dL−1.
he solution viscosity was measured by Lauda viscosity meter and
s compared to that of the sulfuric acid with same concentration.

The membrane mechanical properties and proton conductivi-

ies were determined as additional quality control measures. The

embrane’s mechanical properties in both the machine direction
MD) and the transverse direction (TD) are tested using Zwick 100
ensile test stand. The tests are conducted under room temperature

Fig. 1. Schematic of the PBI solution preparation and the membrane casting.
rces 196 (2011) 1055–1060

without additional relative humidity (RH) control with laboratory
relative humidity at about 50–60%. The proton conductivities in MD
and TD directions are measured by Zahner electrochemical stand
using an in-house customized 4-probe test cell which is similar to
that used by Xiao et al. [17]. To simulate fuel cell operation con-
ditions, the proton conductivity is measured under approximately
2% relative humidity, close to the actual relative humidity seen by
the MEA in a fuel cell operating at 160–180 ◦C with cathode air
flow at 2.0 stoichiometry. The test cell is placed in a vacuum oven
for relative humidity control. Before measurement, the sample is
dried at 190 ◦C for 1 h. The relative humidity is controlled by water
introduction into the oven.

The MEA performance is one of the standard tests for membrane
quality control at BFC. The test conditions are 180 ◦C under ambient
pressure using dry fuel and air. The stoichiometry is 1.2 for pure
hydrogen; and is 1.43 for a synthetic reformate of composition:
2.1% CO, 70% H2, and 27.9% CO2. The corresponding stoichiometries
for air are 2.0 with hydrogen and 5.0 with reformate. The tests were
carried out in a 50 cm2 single cell with graphite bi-polar plates.

To investigate the possible impact membrane anisotropy on
MEA performance, two identical MEAs were prepared in an identi-
cal manner except for membrane orientation. One MEA is mounted
with the membrane’s machine direction parallel to the bi-polar
plate’s flow channels, and the other one has the membrane’s
machine direction perpendicular to the flow channels. The polar-
ization curves for both hydrogen/air and reformate/air were then
determined.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Comparison between the laboratory process and the BFC
process

The primary polymerization control parameters, PPA and
monomer concentrations and polymerization time/temperature
ramp, in the BFC process are set similar to those values used in
laboratory scale. Weber number analysis indicates that use a larger
scale agitation system, the mixing condition in the BFC’s reactor
vessel would be much better than that seen in small laboratory
reactors. Thus, synthesis of PBI polymer with higher inherent vis-
cosities became more feasible. Further, and based on the work of
Harris and Walczyk [16], the correlation of agitator torque at con-
stant revolution with solution viscosity and thus the PBI polymer’s
inherent viscosity was established. This correlation allowed use of
agitator torque as a key tool for polymerization control.

A novel step in the BFC’s process uses water addition to stop the
polymerization and to control the polymer solution viscosity. This
is critical for membrane quality control. Many membrane potential
defects such as bubbles, thickness non-uniformities, and particu-
late impurities are closely related to the difficulties in handling
highly viscous solution. One can speculate that during polymer-
ization, the hydrogen bonds formed between the protonated PBI
polymer and the polyphosphoric acid, reducing polymer and acid
mobility and resulting in significant solution viscosity. However,
solution viscosity decreases instantaneously on water addition. The
agitator torque response to the water addition is shown in Fig. 2.

The maximum amount of water introduced to the solution must
be controlled to avoid possible polymer gel formation since the
more dilute PPA is a somewhat poorer solvent for the PBI [17]. But
a minimum amount of water addition is required to prevent fur-

ther polymerization as the solution residence time in the reactor
and transport lines can be hours during membrane casting. Within
these limits, the process can be optimized to balance the membrane
cast temperature, transport line pressure, and water addition flow
rate. Internal QC showed that the membrane produced in this pro-
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ig. 2. The agitator torque response to the polymerization and the water addition.

ess has little variation in polymer IV from beginning to end of the
embrane casting, a period of about 6 h.
On hydrolysis, the clear membrane changes color quickly green

o brown. The viscous solution ‘membrane’ becomes a tough gel
embrane after the color change, which indicates a rapid trans-

ormation from solution to gel as the PPA solvent is hydrolyzed
o a phosphoric acid non-solvent. This fast PPA hydrolysis and
ath displacement of PPA in the membrane suggests that the acid
oncentration in the membrane and in the hydrolysis bath reach
quilibrium in a relatively short time. The final gel membrane acid
ontent is controlled to be about 30 phosphoric acids per PBI repeat
nit. In this hydrolysis process, membrane experiences significant
cid loss resulting in a large dimension change in thickness and
idth, but not in the machine (cast) direction. These dimensional

hanges on casting suggest that the morphology and structure of
he polymer might have been affected with consequent membrane
roton conductivity and mechanical properties anisotropy.

.2. Mechanical properties of the membrane

The membrane tensile tests were conducted on both machine
nd transverse directions. Samples of different thickness were
ested. All samples showed polymer IV in the range of 5.0–5.5 dL g−1

0.1 g PBI per dL H2SO4). Membrane dimension change after hydrol-
sis is typically about 20% shrinkage in width and thickness, with
hrinkage in the machine direction generally negligible. The ten-
ion in the machine direction is controlled by a weight applied in
embrane upwinding.
Listed in Table 1 are the samples thickness, test direction,

pplied weight and corresponding tension, the tensile strength and
he elastic modulus. All samples showed the range of elongation
etween 150 and 250%, and the phosphoric acid content was about
0 H PO per PBI repeat unit. The tensile strength data were gen-
3 4
rally consistent with literature reported values [17]. It appears
hat tensile strength may not be affected by the applied tension
n hydrolysis process. This was not surprising as the membrane
ensile strength would be mainly determined by the polymer aver-

able 1
he mechanical properties of the PBI membrane made in the BFC process.

Membrane thickness (�m) Force/upwinder weight (kg) Applied tension (M

411 1 0.06
433 5 0.31
600 5 0.22
594 10 0.45
Fig. 3. Proton conductivities of PBI membranes made in the BFC process under
approximately 2% relative humidity.

age molecular weight, measured as polymer IV in this study. The
membrane’s elastic modulus was however significantly affected. It
seemed from Table 1 that the elastic modulus in machine direction
was very sensitive to the tension applied in hydrolysis process. It
generally increased with degree of tension. For example, the elastic
modulus in the machine direction increased more than 30% when
the tension was doubled for 600 �m thick membrane. The elas-
tic modulus in transverse direction was substantially lower than
that of the machine direction. This suggests that PBI polymer chain
orientation and interactions might be affected by tension in the
machine direction.

With membrane tension, polymer chain orientation may occur
in the machine direction after PPA hydrolysis and it is likely that
this alignment maintains on membrane take-up on a core. Cor-
respondingly, the finished gel membrane showed substantially
higher elastic modulus in the machine direction. Tensile strength on
the other hand, mainly affected by the polymer average molecular
weight, would not be expected to be so influenced.

3.3. Proton conductivity of the membrane

Extensive proton conduction mechanism studies with differ-
ent approaches have been reported in the literature [2,18–20]. It
has been well accepted that the proton conduction in phosphoric
acid doped PBI or the type of phosphoric acid–PBI gel membrane
described here follow the Grotthus mechanism. The excess phos-
phoric acid after maximum protonation of the PBI works similar to
concentrated phosphoric acid, and is the main contributor to proton
conductivity. Compared to liquid phosphoric acid, the acid doped
PBI membranes or gel membranes have lower conductivities since
proton transport has been partially interrupted by polymer.

The membrane proton conductivity data in both machine and

transverse directions are shown in Fig. 3. These data were obtained
under approximately 2% relative humidity in order to simulate typ-
ical fuel cell operating conditions. The proton conductivities in the
machine direction were roughly 25% higher than those in the trans-

Pa) Elastic modulus (MPa) Break tensile (MPa)

MD TD MD TD

2.24 ± 0.22 1.40 ± 0.18 1.68 ± 0.28 1.24 ± 0.10
3.52 ± 0.14 1.85 ± 0.12 1.56 ± 0.21 1.11 ± 0.21
2.44 ± 0.36 1.70 ± 0.29 1.37 ± 0.16 1.17 ± 0.10
3.18 ± 0.23 1.58 ± 0.33 1.39 ± 0.23 1.08 ± 0.12
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Table 2
Proton conductivities of the concentrated phosphoric acid calculated from the membrane data.
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the system, i.e. generated at cathode under operation, the H4PO4
+

may be expected to further dissociate into phosphate anion as
H4PO+

4 + 2H2O → H2PO−
4 + 2H3O+. In addition, the undissociated

phosphoric acid may also combine with water to form phosphate
Temperature (◦C) 115 125
Calculated from MD (s cm−1) 0.34 0.38
Calculated from TD (s cm−1) 0.27 0.30
97.5 wt% H3PO4 (s cm−1) [22] 0.35 0.40

erse direction. The data suggested that the proton transfer and
cid movement in the machine direction might be more facile. The
roton conductivities in both directions were higher than the data
btained at same temperature under dry conditions [17]. It was
lso noticed that for temperatures higher than 150 ◦C, proton con-
uctivity increased less with increasing temperature. This effect is
ttributed to the negative impact of the generation of pyrophos-
horic acid [2].

The Bruggeman equation � = �0ε� was used to estimate the
mpact of the volume fraction of the phosphoric acid in the mem-
rane. The volume fraction of phosphoric acid was roughly 0.9 for
H3PO4/PBI repeat unit ratio of 30. Its concentration would be

bout 97.5 wt% at equilibrium under 2% RH [21]. The tortuosity
as assumed to be 1.8. The proton conductivities of the phosphoric

cid at this concentration calculated from the Bruggeman equation
sing membrane data were compared with literature reported data
22] in Table 2. Note that the calculated acid proton conductivity
sing machine direction data showed a relatively good fit to the
eported value. For example, the proton conductivity of 97.5 wt%
3PO4 at 150 ◦C was calculated to be 0.44 s cm−1, which compares
losely to the value 0.50 s cm−1 reported by Chin and Chang [22].
owever, the calculations based on the proton conductivities mea-

ured in transverse direction show large variation from literature
eported data.

It was reported that phosphoric acid proton conductivity
ecreases with addition of small molecules due to viscosity increase
nd acid chain interruption [23]. Similarly, PBI polymer chains
ould be expected to interfere with the integrity of the phosphoric

cid network making proton transfer and acid molecular move-
ent more difficult. Given PBI orientation in the casting process, the

hosphoric acid network integrity in the machine direction may be
ess disrupted, which could account for the observed superior con-
uctivity of the membrane’s cats direction. Thus, proton conduction

n the machine direction might be locally closer to that determined
n concentrated phosphoric acid. Polymer chain acid interference
n the transverse direction shows a more typical impact on conduc-
ivity and, as a result, the proton conductivity in that direction was
orrespondingly lower. For doped PBI membranes with a lower acid
ontent, e.g. doped membrane cast from DMAc or TFA, the phos-
horic acid network integrity would be significantly disrupted due
o a high volume fraction of the polymer. For such membranes, the
hosphoric acid network integrity would have a major impact on
roton conductivity. The Bruggeman equation may not longer be
pplicable for these compositions.

The proton conductivities in both MD and TD directions, as well
s under dry conditions have shown the same trend with temper-
ture change. The Arrhenius plot of the Ln(�T) vs. the inverse of
emperature from the Arrhenius equation, �T = �0 exp( − Ea/RT) are
lotted in Fig. 4. All lines showed similar activation energy, between
0 and 15 kJ mol−1. According to Ma et al. [2], for high acid level PBI
embranes, the energy required for optimum acid hydrogen bond

rientation enabling facile proton transfer was similar. Again, for
he low acid content membranes, proton movement within the acid
ydrogen bridge network is partially impeded.
.4. Single cell MEA tests

MEA performance is apparently unaffected by a somewhat
nisotropic membrane. This is anticipated since membrane resis-
5 154 164 172 180
0 0.44 0.45 0.46 0.45
2 0.34 0.35 0.36 0.36
4 0.50 0.54 0.57 0.60

tance is driven primarily by through-plane conductivity rather than
in-plane conductivity. On the other hand, about 95 wt% of the
membranes described here is phosphoric acid. The polymer only
account for approximately 6% volume fraction of the membrane.
After MEA assembly, a fraction of the membrane’s phosphoric acid
has been pressed into the electrode’s porous structure to create the
three-phase boundaries. The membrane thickness in the MEA after
compression is approximately 50–75 �m.

MEA performances using hydrogen/air and reformate/air with
different MEA mounting orientations are plotted in Fig. 5(a) and
(b). These MEAs were prepared with identical electrodes and were
controlled under identical break-in conditions before measuring
polarization curves. Thus, no MEA performance difference was
observed for MEAs mounted with their membrane machine direc-
tion parallel or perpendicular to the flow channels of the bi-polar
plates. The data confirm that MEA performance is unaffected by the
anisotropic membranes described.

MEA performances could vary with MEA ‘break-in’ conditions.
This may be attributed to a phosphate anion concentration gradient
within the MEA which forms during cell operation. In our prelimi-
nary study, the polarization curves were recorded after subjecting
the cell to different brake-in conditions; the cells were operated
at constant current density of 0.2 and 0.6 A cm−2 overnight. These
polarization curves are plotted in Fig. 6(a) for hydrogen fuel, and
(b) for reformate fuel. The performance differences at low current
density were negligible in both cases. However, the cell broken-in
at 0.6 A cm−2 was 20 mV at 1 A cm−2 lower than the cell broken-in
at 0.2 A cm−2 with either hydrogen or reformate fuel. This behavior
was reversible in that both cells at this point would show the same
polarization curves when reconditioned at same current density,
e.g. 0.2 A cm−2.

Under operation, the phosphate anion would migrate toward
higher potential once the potential gradient is formed across the
MEA. Phosphoric acid, 95 wt% acid concentration in the MEA, self-
dissociates as 2H3PO4 → H2PO−

4 + H4PO+
4 . This self-dissociation is

in fast equilibrium [21]. However, when water is introduced into
Fig. 4. The Arrhenius plot of the proton conductivities of PBI membranes made in
the BFC process.
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Fig. 5. Polarization curves of MEAs using PBI membranes made in the BFC process.
MEAs were mounted with membrane machine direction parallel (labeled as parallel)
o
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r perpendicular (labeled as perpendicular) to the flow field channels of the bi-
olar plates. Polarization curves were obtained after identical break-in conditions.
a) Polarization curves of MEAs operated with H2/air. (b) Polarization curves of MEAs
perated with reformate/air.

nions, i.e. H3PO4 + H2O → H2PO−
4 + H3O+ (pKa = 2.16). Therefore,

he phosphate anion concentration increases with water content.
n our experiments, the MEA operated at 0.6 A cm−2 would have

higher phosphate anion concentration than that operated at
.2 A cm−2.

Water generation at the cathode is proportional to current den-
ity. The polarization curves plotted in Fig. 6(a) and (b) indicate that
oth 0.2 and 0.6 A cm−2 are within the ohmic region. Hence for the
athode, it is expected that the local current density at the cata-
yst layer/membrane interface could be the highest. It decreases
cross the catalyst layer and reaches its minimum at the cata-
yst layer/gas diffusion layer (GDL) interface. The study of the fuel
ell cathode showed that the current distribution across the cata-
yst layer would be less uniform for the MEA operated at a higher
urrent density [24]. It is expected that the water concentration
radient formed in the cathode forms in a similar manner. Cathode
enerated water could diffuse toward the anode and dissociate the

ocal phosphoric acid. The non-uniform current distribution and
he associated water concentration gradient suggest the existence
f a phosphate anion concentration gradient across the MEA. This
ould be affected by the local water concentration as well as the
otential gradient. Further, the phosphate anion gradient would
Fig. 6. Polarization curves obtained after different break-in conditions. (a) H2/air.
(b) Reformate/air.

result in additional voltage loss. The MEA operated at higher cur-
rent density will have less uniform phosphate anion distribution
in the through-plane direction. It has been reported that the trans-
port number of the anions in H3PO4–H2O system is very low (about
0.01 for 70 wt% acid) [25]. Jayakody et al. recently showed the phos-
phate anion self-diffusion coefficient in PBI membrane is at least
two orders of magnitude lower than that of the proton (in the order
of 10−5 cm2 s−1 at 180 ◦C) [26]. These studies suggested that the
polarization curves, which were obtained by recording voltage at
each current density for a short period of time, may have been too
rapid to allow the phosphoric acid dissociation and the phosphate
anion distribution to reach new equilibria at each test point. Thus,
variations at high current density region could be observed as the
potential gradient was relatively high.

4. Conclusions

A new PBI membrane production line using modified PBI–PPA
gel membrane process has been constructed at the BASF Fuel
Cell Inc., facility in Somerset NJ. In large-scale production, cer-
tain degree of tension is necessary for membrane take-up on a
core. It has been found that the membrane mechanical proper-

ties and proton conductivity are affected by the applied tension.
The membrane’s mechanical properties and proton conductivity
are somewhat anisotropic. Higher membrane elastic modulus and
proton conductivity have been observed in machine direction. It
suggests that the PBI polymer morphology might be affected and
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embrane anisotropy improves the elastic modulus in machine
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